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For any 0 with 0 < 0 -C 1, it is known that the set of all incomplete poly 
nomials of form 
P,(x) = i a&, p$ @.n (1) 
h=ll 
is not dense in C,,[a, l] : = {ft C[a, l] :!(a) = 0: if a -; Oz. In this paper, 
we prove that the set (1) of incomplete polynomials is dense in C,[a, I] if a 3 O* 
and even has the Jackson property on [a, I] if a :- (9. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Lorentz [5, 61 introduced the term “incomplete polynomials” to denote 
polynomials of the form (1) and defined the functions A(@) and 6(O) to des- 
cribe the approximation properties of incomplete polynomials. 
DEFINITION 1. For each 0 with 0 < @ < 1, d(O) is defined by the 
following property. If {P,} is a sequence of polynomials (defined for in- 
finitely many n) of the form (1) and if 
then P,(x) ---f 0 uniformly on each interval [0, d], d < A(@); but this is not 
always true for d > d(O). 
DEFINITION 2. For each 0 with 0 < 0 < 1, 6 = 6(O) > 0 is the smallest 
positive number with the following property. Iff(x) is continuous on [S, 11, 
then there exists a sequence {P,(x)},“_, of polynomials of the form (1) which 
converges uniformly tot(x) on all compact subsets of (6, I]. 
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It is known (see Lorentz [5], Lorentz and Kemperman [4]) that 
02 5; A(0) <: 0, 0” 5’; S(0) s; 0 forO<O < I. (2) 
In Section 2, Theorem 1, we show that d(O) .< @ and S(O) :< 0’ and 
therefore 
A(0) = S(0) = 0’ for O<O<l. (3) 
Professors Saff and Varga were so kind to inform me that they also have 
proved these results earlier and in a different way. (See [7, 81.) 
In Section 3, Theorem 2, we recall a general result on “incomplete A- 
polynomials”, which was published in 1976 and 1977 (see v. Golitschek 
[2, Satz 2: 3, Theorem I]). For the special case of algebraic polynomials, 
Theorem 2 immediately leads to the inequality S(0) < O2 and even to 
asymptotically best possible rates of convergence for incomplete poly- 
nomials. 
2. DENSITY 
We state our first main result. 
THEOREM 1. For any 0 with 0 < 0 < 1 and any function f E C[O, I] with 
f(x) = 0, 0 < x < @, th ere exists a sequence {Pn(x))zzl of polynomials of 
form (1) such that 
;tz Pn(.4 = f(x) (4) 
uniformly on [0, I]. Hence, the inequalities A(0) < 02, S(O) < O2 and, by (2), 
the equalities (3) hold. 
ProoJ Let E > 0. We choose 77 =: ?(E) > 0 so small that a : = O2 -i- 
7 < 1 and that the function g E C[O, 11, 
satisfies lif - g // < E. Then we take an integer M = M(E) so large that 
4e02Ma-M -5 1 
and an integer m = m(c) so large that 
5 4 MfG; n~-l/~) + Iif‘\! e221-maM < F, 
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where G E CIO, l] is defined by G(x) : = g(xl/.bl) and w(G; .) denotes the 
modulus of continuity of G. Since G(x) = 0 for 0 < x < a”, its Bernstein 
polynomial of degree m has the form 
where a,,,, = 0 for 0 < 4 < maAt and 
< ii.fll (2ejg a+ for maM < q < ttt. 
It is known that 
/I g(x) - B,,(G; x”)jl = (i G(x) - B,,(G; x)11 < $w(G; melIz), 
We now consider any integer n with n > Mm/O and replace in 
B,,(G; x”) = c a,,,.x”‘I 
mzM<Q<?n 
each monomial x”* by a suitable incomplete polynomial Qq,n of degree n and 
form (I), for which (see [I, Lemma 21) 
A “ll. :- I/ xMq - Q,,&II < Jj k - Mq 
@n<k.<n k + Mq 
< exp -2Mq 2 I/k\ . 
1 
1 
@.n<lt~<n .-. 
where we have applied the inequality (1 - t)/(l + t) < e-2t factorwise for 
t = Mq/k. Hence, 
A,, ,( exp -2Mq log , -Ltb . Iz 
I 
< e2@2MB, maM < q < tn. 
The polynomial P,(x) : = &+<4<?n aqvLQq,&) is of form (1) and 
I a,, I A,, < Ilfll(2e)* a-Mqe2@2Mg ,< llfll e2P, 
we are led to 
II g - P, I! < E and IV- P, II -c 2~. 
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Hence, as E --f 0, we can choose a sequence {Pn] of form (I), which converges 
tof(.u) uniformly on [0, I]. That concludes the proof of Theorem 1. 
3. RATE OF CONVERGENCE 
Throughout Section 3 we use the following notations. r is a nonnegative 
integer, n andy are real numbers with 0 < a < 1, and 1 < p < co, 
X=“[a, l] : == C[a, 11, Xm”[Q, l] : = (,fE C[a, I] : f”’ E C[a, l]>, 
XvO[a, l] := L”[a, I], XD’[a, I] : = (f:f”-lj absolutely continuous 
on [a, I], p E LA’[u, 11;. 
For g E X,,“[a, I], we define the norm 
and the L.” modulus of continuity w’,,(g; .), 1 < p < ‘x), by 
where we continue the function g outside of [a, I] by 
g(x) : = g(2a - x), 2a - 1 z- .\- ‘- a, 
: = g(2 - x), 1 .<x<2-a. 
Finally, fl = {hk)& is any sequence of distinct complex numbers with 
positive real parts such that 
and 
0 < 1 A,2 ~ < ~ A,<,, ,, ~ hi - A, 2 M(i - k) for all k,, < k < i, (6) 
where h4 is a positive constant and k, is a positive integer. In [3, Theorem I] 
we have proved the following result. 
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THEOREM 2. For 1 ’ G p < co and any c > 0 there exist positive numbers 
K and c (only depending on r, p, a, M, and C) with the following property. For 
any f E Xpr[a, I] and any suficiently large integer s we can find coeficients 
clts , lYS < k < s, such that the inequality 
holds. The integer $S depends on a, A, E and is to be the largest integer for 
which 
is satisfied. 
Remark. It follows from the proof of [2, Satz 21 that our above Theorem 2 
is still valid, if we replace the conditions (6) by 
j A, j 2 Mk for all k > k,, . (6)’ 
Our next theorem is an immediate corollary of Theorem 2 for the special 
sequence /1 = {k),“=, of positive integers. It states that the incomplete 
polynomials of form (I) have the Jackson property on [a, I] if a > oz. 
THEOREM 3. For 1 < ,v :L co, 0 < @ < 1, and any* number a ItYth a > @ 
there exist positive numbers K* and c* (only depending on r, p, a, 0) with the 
following property. For any function f E Xj,‘[a, I] and any suficiently large 
integer n M,e can ,jnd algebraic polynomials P, of form (I) such that the in- 
equality 
holds. 
:/f - P, llp,C,,l < K*n-?‘wl,(f(r); n’) t- O(e-c*n) (9) 
Proof We define 77 > 0 by a = Q2ezn and E := n/2. If n 3 Z/(77 O), we 
obtain from the definition of Yn that 
--l/Yu, + jog+- < f I/k < E - i log a = --log 0 - 42. 
71 k=l+‘y,, 
Hence, 
yl,e “‘I;i > )I . @ eri,2 2: II . @ e’,‘?“O’ 
and 
Y 1, >O.n. 
Therefore, the application of Theorem 2 leads to the statement of Theorem 3. 
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